Unconditioned weak sequences are characterized in terms of the Koszulhomology and applications to the theory of Buchsbaum rings and in a special case to the resolution of the ideal generated by the weak sequence are considered.
Introduction. In the theory of local rings there has been a rapid development of the theory of Buchsbaum rings, for basic facts see [8, 4, 5, 6] , Buchsbaum rings may be defined by the property that for every system of parameters r of the local ring (R, m) the difference of length(></(r)) and multiplicity of the ideal (r) is an invariant, i.e. does not depend on the choice of the system of parameters r, or by the property: every system of parameters *,,... ,x" is a weak sequence, i.e.
(*) m ((*,,.. .,*,_,): x,) Q {xx,.. .,*,-_,) for all 1 </'< w.
In the following we will say that a sequence of elements xx,... ,xn is an unconditioned weak sequence if it satisfies (*) for any renumbering. Hence every system of parameters in a Buchsbaum ring is certainly an unconditioned weak sequence.
Another characterization of Buchsbaum rings follows from the result in [7] , saying: for every system of parameters r the Koszulhomology /7»(i) is a vectorspace, equivalently Hx(%) is a vectorspace. Hence it is equivalent demanding the weak sequence property for all systems of parameters r of a local ring and demanding //^(r) (//,(r)) is a vectorspace for all such r. So one may ask: given any sequence xx,...,xn in a local ring, what does it mean for the Koszulhomology if we demand r to be an unconditioned weak sequence?
In this paper we want to answer this question. It turns out that the assumption for r to be an unconditioned weak sequence does not imply in general that the Koszulhomology modules //,( r ) for ii 3» 1 are vectorspaces, but that //,( r ) modulo a certain submodule is a vectorspace. These submodules vanish e.g. if r has the additional property to be unconditioned relatively regular in the sense of Fiorentini [1] . For a system of parameters r of a Buchsbaum ring this property of course holds, since r is even a (unconditioned) ¿/-sequence (see [2] ).
Further we show that for an unconditioned weak sequence r the Koszulcomplex is always a (module-)direct summand of the minimal /?-free resolution of R/(i) for n < 2. We then show that if for every multi-index (*,,... ,vn) the syzygetic part of the Koszulhomology Hx(xyx',... ,x"n-\ M) is a vectorspace for a finitely generated Ä-module M, then x\',.. .,x"n-is a weak sequence on M for all (vx,...,vn). Hence from this fact and our characterization of weak sequences the characterization of Buchsbaum rings derived from Suzuki [7] follows and, more generally, together with the result in [7] , this gives another proof of Shimoda's characterization of Buchsbaum modules (cf. [3] ).
Finally we consider, in the case that the Hf(%) are vectorspaces, the resolution of R/(xx, x2) as an Ä-module for an unconditioned weak sequence xx, x2 and give a condition when this resolution is obtained by the Koszulcomplex and copies of the resolutions of the residue class field suitably lifted.
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Notations. All rings (R, m) will be commutative with 1, noetherian and local with maximal ideal m. Let xx,...,xn be elements of R. We will write r for the whole sequence xx.xn; (r) denotes the Ä-ideal generated by r. For any subset / Ç {1.«} and any /' E / we write /-for the subset of all elements of / excluding i. Also xx,.. .,xj,...,x" stands for the sequence with xt omitted. Let / C {1,...,«}, then the Koszulcomplex K '■= K((x,)l(=,; M) for a Ä-module M is the Ä-complex whose underlying graded module is A(^ie¡RT,) ®R M and the basiselements 7¡ map to xt for i G I. If J = {/,,... ,js) C I with ./,<••• <js the element 7} denotes the product 7* • • • T.; E K((x¡)ieI; R). For our convenience we will also use the index J for the coefficient of the basiselement 7). Zk(K), Bk(K) denote the submodule of cycles and boundaries of Kk respectively. For the homology modules Ht(K(i; M)) we will also write //,(r; M) for short. So comparing coefficients of the same basiselements we obtain the inclusion of ideals (x,),e/ C (Xj)jSl, a contradiction to our assumption.
Lemma 2. Let (R, m) be a local ring, xx, x2 E R be an unconditioned weak sequence with (Xf) C (xx, x2) for i = 1,2, then the Koszulcomplex K(xx, x2; R) is a (module-) direct summand of the minimal R-free resolution of R/(xx, x2).
Proof. As K0(xx, x2) = R, Kx is the free module Kx = RTX © RT2 with basiselements Tx, T2 which map to *" x2 respectively, we only have to show that x2Tx -xxT2 E mZx(K).
So assume z = x2Tx -xxT2 E mZx(K), then we have a representation z = 2 a,z,, a, E m, z, E ZX(K). We write z, = ¿2,7", -^Tj, ¿7,, 6, E 7?, then 2 a,a, = x2, 2 a,6, = jCj. Since z, E Z,(/( ), we have btE (xx: x2) for all i and therefore a,6, = 8txx for some Ó", E R, as x,, x2 form a weak sequence. Using 2a,¿>, = xx, we obtain that there is an ia such that 5, E m, hence a unit in 7L Consider »v := 8~xz, ='-aT, -èr2 E Z,(ä:), put a := a,o, then aw -(x27'| -xxT2) = (aa -x2)Tx E mZx(K). Now w = aTx -¿>r2 is a cycle, so a E (x2 : xx), hence aa E (x2). So we may write aw -(x2Tx -xxT2) = px2Tx with some p E R. Therefore pxxx2 -0, and by the weak sequence property we derive um2 = 0.
If xx E m2 or x2 £ m2, then certainly z = x2Tx -xxT2 E m2K D mZx(K) a contradiction to our assumption. Hence we may assume that xx, x2Em2, so x2p E m2p = 0 and therefore aw -(x2Tx -xxT2) = 0. So aa = x2 and ab = xx.
As b E (xx : x2), we have mb Ç (xx). Now consider the multiplication map b ■ : m -» (xx) given by the multiplication with b. We have the exact sequence
Tensoring with Ä/m, we have a surjective map m/m2 -> (x,)/m(x,).
Since aè = jc,, a E m \ m 2. Let mx,... ,mn denote a minimal system of generators of m with mx = a andw,/) E m(xx)fori = 2.«.
Nowwritem,í> = y,.*, withy, E m for/ = 2,_«; then ay, -m, E Ker(¿> • ), hence ay, -m, E (0 : xx) = (0 : m ) for i: -2.n.
So for ail i> 2, j> 1 we have m}(ay: -«î,) = 0, hence «t,m E m3 n (a), therefore m2/m3 is generated by the class of w2 = a2, so m2 is generated by a2 by Nakayama's Lemma, hence m* is generated by ak for all k s* 2. So we may write x, = uxa"', x2 -u2a"2 with ux, u2 units in Ä and «,, «2 natural numbers. Since «, < «2 or «2 ^ «| we have (xx, x2) = (xx) or (*,, x2) = (x2) the desired contradiction. where a(i, I) -# {j E I/j < /'}, then we have to show z E tnZ(/< ).
Let R -R '■= R/(Xj)J(i, be the canonical surjection, which induces a homomorphism K(i, R) -» 7C(r, 7?). We reduce 7<(r, 7?) modulo the ideal {Tj)Jfil and obtain a homomorphism of differential graded algebras K(x.,xn;R)^K{(x,),^l;R/(xJ)j(iI). ,xn))), then 2ajWj = x2Tx -xxT2 E mZ(K(xx,x2; R/{x3,.. .,xj)), j which contradicts Lemma 2. This proves the assertion of the Proposition.
Remark. There exist unconditioned weak sequences j, for which the assumption (x,,.. .,x,,.. .,xn) C (x,,. ..,x") for all l<i<ji does not hold and hence the assertion of the proposition cannot be true in these cases.
Example. Let (R, m) be a regular local ring of dimension 1 and let x be a generator of m. Consider x, := x, x2 := xr (r > 1). Then (0 : x,) = (0 : x2) = 0, (x, : x2) = R, hencem(x, : x2) = (x,), (x2 : x,) = (xr_l), hence m(x2 : x,) = (x2). Proof. By a suitable renumbering we may assume 7= {l,...,s}. Modulo the ideal (x3,... ,x") we consider z = â~xTx + â~2T2. z is a cycle in Kx(%, R/(x3,.. -,xn)). Now it is enough to show that ßax E m(x2) and ßa2 E m(x,) modulo (x3,...,xn) for every ß E m. So without loss of generality « = 2, z = aTx -bT2 and we show ßa E m(x2), ßb E m(x,) for ß E m. So take any ß E m, then there exist ux, u2 E R such that ßa -u2x2, ßb -m,x, by the weak sequence property. Now «,, u2 cannot simultaneously be units in R. If So, we have uxxxx2 = u2xxx2, since z = aTx -bT2 is a cycle, and hence by the weak sequence property (ux -u2)m2 = 0. So a = u2luxa for every a E m2. Now since x,, x2 is an unconditioned weak sequence, so is x¡, x2, where we denote x\ '■= uxxx, x2 := u2x2. So at least one of the coefficients «,, u2 is a nonunit. Let ux E m. We have to show that also u2 E tn. So assume u2 is a unit, without loss of generality u2 = 1. Then x,x2 = ßaxx = ßbx2 = w,x,x2, hence x,x2 = 0. We obtain x2 £ (0 : x,) = (0 : m), therefore x2m = 0 hence (0 : x2) = m. But then we have x2 = ßa E tn2 = m(0 : x2) = m(0 : m) = 0 a contradiction.
Corollary.
Let (R, m) be a local ring, x,,... ,x" ¿2« unconditioned weak sequence such that (jc,,. . . ,x,,.. . ,x") C (x,,.. . ,x") for all 1 < 1 < n, then m((x7)7S/.: x,) C m(xj)jelr.
Proof. Let a E ((Xj)jelr: x,), ß £ m, then there exist y E R for 7 E /-such that ax, = 276/-y/xy. Then aTi -2je/-y/T7 is a cycle in K(%, R), hence by Lemma 3 we have ßa E nt(jc,),e/«..
We are now able to prove the following Theorem. Let (R, m) be a local ring, xx,... ,xn be a sequence of elements such that for all / Ç {1,...,«} by Fiorentini's result, hence the submodules by which we have to divide Hk(K(xi),(EI) in (2) and (3) in the theorem vanish.
For a system of parameters r of a Buchsbaum ring this assumption certainly holds, since in this case r is even a ¿/-sequence (cf. [2] ). Obviously x,. x2 is an unconditioned weak sequence.
(b) Consider y2Tx -yxT2 £ Z(K(xx, x2; R)). Then 0 ¥= zy2Tx -zyxT2 = zy2Tx E inZ(K ). Notice that R is a homogeneous ring. Assume now that zy2Tx E B(K), then there exists a linear form/such that 8( fTxT2) -zy2Tx, but 8( fTxT2) = fxxT2 -fx2Tx, hence/£ (0: x,) Ç m2 a contradiction.
Remark 3. The example in the remark to Proposition 1 shows for r » 3 that the theorem is not valid without the assumption ( x,.x,.x" ) C (x,.x" ) for all 1 <(</!.In this particular case //, (K(xx)) = 0 andxr~lHx(K(xx, x2)) ^ 0. Using the theorem and the following Proposition 2 we now would like to give a new proof of the characterization of Buchsbaum rings in terms of the Koszulhomology. This characterization is already known using Suzuki [7] and Shimoda [3J:
The following are equivalent:
(1)7? is a Buchsbaum ring, (2) for all systems of parameters r: Ht( r, 7?) is a vectorspace.
(3) for all systems of parameters r : //,( r, R) is a vectorspace, (4) for all systems of parameters j.: ÂL(x, R) is a vectorspace, (5) for all systems of parameters r: 7/,(r, 7Î) is a vectorspace.
(7/,(r, M) := coker(//,(r,(r)/Vf) '-7/,(r, M)) for a /«-module M.)
(1) => (2) follows from our theorem and Remark 1. Obviously (2) ==> (3) «• (5) and (2) => (4) => (5). We only need to show (5) => (1), hence e.g. every system of parameters r is a weak sequence. The following proposition which we prove more general for the module case (cf. Introduction) implies the desired result.
Proposition
2. Let (R, tn) be a local ring, M a finitely generated R-module and x,,... ,x" ¿2 sequence of elements in m such that Hx(x\',... ,x"n-, M) is a vectorspace for all multi-indices (vx,...,vn) with p¡> 1, then x"¡',.. . ,x¡¡" is a weak sequence on M for all(vx,...,vn).
Proof. It is only left to show that r is a weak sequence. We will do this in two steps: (1) Then descending step by step we obtain the conclusion. To (1). We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
Taking homology we get the following commutative diagram: So //,(x,,... ,x"_,; M) modulo the submodule generated by all cycles z = 2"=i' a,3", with a, £ (x,,...,x"_,, x*)Mis a vectorspace, hence for every cyclez £ Kx we have mz Q f! (x,,...,x(I^"xí)jr, = (x,,...,xn_,)/<",, **i so rnT/iix,,.. .,xn_,; M) = 0.
We now want to look at the minimal A-free resolution of R/( j ) for an unconditioned weak sequence j.
By Lemma 2 the Koszulcomplex is always a (module-)direct summand of this resolution for « < 2. We want to give an answer to this question in a very special case: namely r = X|,x2 is an unconditioned weak sequence of two elements and r is unconditioned m-relatively regular with respect to m(r).
In this case //,( r ), 7/2(r) are vectorspaces by Remark 1 to the theorem. Denote M, N free 7?-modules of rank dim 7/,(x) and dim 772(r) respectively and denote (G, d) the resolution of the residue class field R/m. Below we will give an equivalent condition for the /^-resolution of R/( r ) to be isomorphic to If 91=^0, then there is a relation 2r,m, = 0, jE{\,...,s) with 0=^0,= 2, r,y(m,, Zj) E (0 : m). Hence the element o/TxT2 is already killed by d(Gx ® M[-2)) and therefore must not be killed by a basiselement of GQ ® TV [-3] . Also (2, r¡m¡) • (1 ® Sj) = 0, but (2, r^) ® 5, is not a cycle in F although 2 r¡V, is a cycle in G. So in this case ( X ) even is not a complex. Hence the Ä-resolution of R/( i ) is different from(X).
